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ABSTRACT
The currently proposed space debris remediation measures include the active removal of large objects and “just in time”
collision avoidance by deviating the objects using, e.g., ground-based lasers. These techniques require precise
knowledge of the attitude state and state changes of the target objects. In the former case, e.g. to devise methods to capture the target with a tug spacecraft, in the latter, to precisely propagate the orbits of potential collision partners, as disturbing forces like air drag and solar radiation pressure depend on the attitude of the objects.
The long-term evolution of the attitude motion is, among many other causes, depending on the effects of possible impacts of debris and meteoroid, while momentum transfer from reaction wheels or other moving internal components
may contribute to the root cause of the initial attitude motion. Impacts of small particles like meteoroids and space debris pieces on compact space objects are unavoidable events, which were already observed several times, e.g., on International Space Station, or rather recently on the Sentinel-1A on August 23, 2016.
This paper will discuss a detailed analysis of the effects of momentum transfer from the reaction wheels and of debris
and meteoroid impacts for the particular case of Envisat. Based on the physical model of Envisat and the MASTER
environment model, the likelihood to have an impact-related attitude rate increase in ten years larger than selected
threshold rates was determined.
1. INTRODUCTION
Recently the determination of attitude states, and in particular rotation rates, of space objects became a topic of interest
in the space debris community. This is to be seen in the context of the multitude of techniques which are currently proposed to remove space debris from orbit or to re-orbit them into disposal orbits. The majority of the techniques to remove large objects, which are driving the evolution of the space debris population on the long term, require capturing
the target with a robotic arm, a net, a harpoon, or another mechanism. The attitude motion is in all these cases a critical
parameter and the maximum tolerable target rotation rate is limited.
The attitude motion of an inactive Earth orbiting object may change either due to dissipation of stored internal energy or
internal momentum transfer, or because of external forces. Internal energy may be released, e.g., in form of leaking attitude control systems or pressurizes tanks, any type of breakup events, and momentum can be transferred from reaction
wheels. External torques may results from the interaction with the gravity field gradients and the magnetic field of the
Earth or from impulse transfer when colliding with other objects. The aim of this study is to assess the maximum angular momentum change to be expected for the defunct Envisat spacecraft, on one hand due to angular momentum transfer
from its reaction wheels, and, on the other hand, from impacts with space debris objects or micrometeorites. The latter
was analyzed once for a single impact event and for a statistical particle flux over a then year period. The study was in
particular triggered by the sudden acceleration of Envisat’s rotation observed about two months after its failure when
Envisat’s attitude changed from an almost stable NADIR fixed attitude to a rotation with 0.547 rpm [1], [2], [3] (inertial
rotation period ~ 110s; see Figure 1).
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Fiigure 1: Inertiaal spin rate off Envisat meassured by Satelllite Laser Ran
nging observaations (from [3
3]).
2. MOME
ENTUM AND
D IMPULSE TRANSFER
T
ANALYSIS
The interactiion between compact
c
spacee objects, succh as spacecraaft and upper stages on a ggeocentric orb
bit, and smalll
particles likee meteoroids and space deb
bris pieces (hhereafter colleectively called
d MMOD) is unavoidable and has beenn
observed maany times. In case that the impact particcle will not caause a catastrrophic collisioon, meaning that
t
the targett
body is not ccompletely disrupted, the im
mpulse of thee impacting paarticle will bee partially trannsferred to thee angular mo-mentum of thhe impacted body
b
and parttially to its linnear momentu
um. Such an event
e
will cauuse, among otther effects, a
sudden channge of the attittude state of the impacted body. The siize and directtion of the ressulting angulaar momentum
m
pact particle m
mass, the impaact velocity, an
nd on the imppact geometry, i.e. the loca-change will sstrongly depennd on the imp
tion and impact angle withh respect to the target body center of masss. In our investigation we uused a simple model for thee
Envisat satelllite consistingg of a bus (a rectangular cuube with dimeensions 4m x 4m x 10m, 77512 kg) and solar panel (aa
thin plate wiith dimensionss 14m x 5m x 0m, 388 kg)) (see Figure 2).
2 By using the parallel axxis theorem, we
w determinedd
or the given pprincipal axis of inertia aree
the momentaa of inertia for this model. The values obbtained for , , and ̂ fo
listed in the T
Table 1.
[kg.m2]
135284..9

[kg.m2]
21163.7

[kg.m2]
134476.5

Table 1: Moomenta of inerrtia for the En
nvisat model cconsisting of a solid rectang
gular cube (sattellite bus) and
d a thin plate
(solar panel)..
3. SING
GLE IMPACT
T EVENT
In this case w
we investigateed the probability for a colliision between
n Envisat and a particle withh a mass withiin the intervall
0.0016 g to 1 kg. In additioon we derived
d the resultingg angular mom
menta that partticle would traansfer to the satellite modell
during the collision by asssuming given
n scenario. A representativ
ve synthetic population
p
has
as been generaated by usingg
ER tool [5] annd the orbital elements of E
Envisat from October
O
2014. For every geenerated particcle which wass
ESA MASTE
defined by thhe mass, impaact velocity, an
nd impact anggle we calculaated the resultting received aangular momeentum , andd
consequentlyy for a given case
c
also the angular
a
velociity change
and thee resulting spiin period P. Three
T
differentt
cases a, b or c, correspondding to a rotation around thhe principal ax
xes , or ̂ , respectively,
r
w
were analyzed
d. These casess
p
hits thee target at fou
ur different loccations (greenn points defineed by positionn
are shown inn Figure 2. The impacting particle
vector dissplayed as bluue arrow) to achieve that the target wo
ould start rotaating either arround the priincipal axis
(Figure 2 a), (Figure 2 b)
b or ̂ (Figuree 2 c and Figuure 2 d). 1,000 synthetic paarticles per maass interval were
w generatedd
p
wouuld transfer to Envisat was computed. Thhe resulting probability
p
forr
and the anguular momentum that these particles
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different anggular momentuum changes around
a
the thrree principal axes
a
over a peeriod of ten yyears are given
n in Figure 3..
The correspoonding angular velocities arre provided in Figure 4.

Figure 2: Viisualization off four differen
nt collision sceenarios to deteermine the transferred anguular momentum
m and the resulting angullar velocity chhange of the taarget after a coollision. The impactor
i
is sh
howed as a redd point collidin
ng with targett
in the positio
on marked by the green poin
nt and blue po
osition vector..
These resultss clearly show
w that there is
i an very sm
mall probabilitty for an impact which woould result in a substantiall
change of thee angular mom
mentum and thus
t
in a substtantial changee of the spin raate around any
ny axis of Env
visat. There is,,
e.g., only a 00.9% probabiliity that the bu
us would be hiit by a particlee of 6.31 g wh
hich in the woorst case (casee (a) Figure 2))
would changge the angular velocity by 0.15
0 deg/s, corrresponding to
o spin period of
o ~40 min. A
An impact of an
a object withh
a mass of ~1100 g is requirred to spin up
p Envisat from
m a stable attittude to about 0.4 rpm, whicch would be comparable
c
too
the angular m
momentum chhange observed
d two monthss after the con
ntact with the spacecraft
s
hass been lost (Fiigure 1). Suchh
an event is ppredicted withh a probability
y of 0.24% ovver a time spaan of 10 yearss or with a proobability of 0.004%
0
over a
period of two months. Ass a conclusion
n we may cleaarly excluded
d an impact ev
vent for the exxplanation off the observedd
on with an obbject of this mass
m
would haave damaged the spacecrafft severely butt
spin rate chaange of Envisaat as a collisio
remote sensinng observationn show no eviidence of any damage on Envisat.
E

Figure 3: Proobability of coollision during
g ten years of eexposure (verrtical axis) verrsus received aangular momeentum assum-ing a perfecct inelastic colllision for threee different caases causing maximum
m
rotattion around thhe principal ax
xes (red),
(blue) and ̂ (green). Thee figures show
w the result off 1,000 simulaations using th
he MASTER M
MMOD popullation (mass
MASTER prog
gram assuming
g Envisat orbiit and 10 yearss of exposure..
and impact vvelocity distribbutions) generrated by the M
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For each imppact geometryy (related also to given mom
ment of inertiaa, see Error! Reference soource not found.) and totall
angular mom
mentum we cann calculate thee obtained rottation velocity
y of the modell. In Figure 4 can be seen reeceived angu-lar velocity ((lower horizonntal axis) and resulting spinn period (uppeer horizontal axis)
a
as a funcction of probab
bility of eventt
(left vertical axis).

Figure 4: Proobability of coollision during
g ten years of eexposure (leftt vertical axis)) versus receivved angular veelocity (lowerr
horizontal axxis) and resulting spin perio
od (upper horizzontal axis) asssuming a perrfect inelastic collision for three
t
differentt
cases causingg maximum rootation around
d the principal
al axes (red),, (blue) and ̂ (green). Thee figures show
w the result off
1,000 simuulations using the MASTER
R MMOD poppulation (masss and impact velocity
v
distribbutions) generrated by the
M
MASTER
pro
ogram assuminng Envisat orb
bit and 10 years of exposuree.
4. STATISTICA
S
AL PARTICLE
E FLUX IMPA
ACTS
To investigatte the effect thhat would be caused by a fl
flux of particlees impacting Envisat
E
duringg ten years of exposure, thee
ESA MASTE
ER model MM
MOD populatiion of particlees heavier than 10-15 kg was used. The prroperties of th
his populationn
are given in F
Figure 5. The MASTER tool was then uused to predictt impacts of th
his MMOD poopulation with
h Envisat overr
a 10 year perriod. In total about
a
5 106 paarticles were iimpacting Env
visat. We may
y now again cconsider a worst case situa-tion and assuume that all im
mpacts occurreed at one of thhe positions (aa), (b), or (c) defined in Figgure 2. The to
otal amount off
angular mom
mentum receivved from this flux of particlles over 10 yeears is relativeely small, nam
mely 29.4 kg m2s-1 for casee
(a), 12.2 kg m2s-1 for casee (b), and 97..6 kg m2s-1 foor case (c), respectively. So
ome characterristics of these impacts aree
c
m
momentum tran
nsfers are equ
uivalent to an impact of a single
s
particlee
given in Figuure 6.The resuults of these cumulative
with a mass equal to ~0.445 g, ~0.45g and ~0.55g, rrespectively, resulting in angular
a
velociity changes off 0.013 deg/s,,
0.033 deg/s, and 0.042 deeg/s for the thrree cases.

Cumulative distributions forr the mass (onn the left) and size (on the riight) of the M
MMOD particlees. The flux
Figure 5: C
was generateed by MASTE
ER for the Env
visat orbit (refference to 21102014). The simulation
s
covvered 10 years from 01-11-2014 to 01-111-2024 using
g the MASTER
R MMOD pop
pulation in thee mass range 110-15 g - 1 kg.
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mpact velocityy distribution (left) and imppact azimuth and
a elevation distribution
d
(ri
right) of the MMOD
M
partiFigure 6: Im
cles. The fflux was generrated by MAS
STER for the E
Envisat orbit (reference
(
to 21102014).
2
Thhe simulation covered 10
years froom 01-11-20114 to 01-11-20
024 using the MASTER MM
MOD populattion in the masss range 10-15 g - 1 kg.

5. MOMEN
NTUM TRAN
NSFER FRO
OM REACTIO
ON WHEELS
S
There are in total five reaaction wheels installed on Envisat [1]. The
T configuraation of the reeaction wheels is shown inn
Figure 7. Onne reaction whheel is aligned
d along the
axis (ESA reference sysstem) or alongg the axis (rreference sys-tem used in tthis paper). Tw
wo reaction wheels
w
are aliggned along thee
axis (allong the ̂ axiis) and two reaction wheelss
are aligned aalong the
(along the axis)
a

Figure 7: D
Distribution annd direction off the reaction w
wheels installed on Envisat in the satellitte body coordiinate system
and in the ESA saatellite body coordinate
c
sysstem.
Each of the ffive reaction wheels
w
has a capacity
c
of 400 N m s (40 kg
k m-2/s) with a torque rangge of ±0.45 Nm. The maxi-mum angulaar momentum
which can be transsferred from the
t wheels to
o the body am
mounts thus to
t
=
= 80 N m s and for
f
it is
= 40 N m s.
For this analyysis we used slightly
s
differrent values forr moment of in
nertia of the principal
p
axes of inertia of Envisat
E
whichh
were determiined by ESA (Table
(
2).
[kg m2]
17023.3

[kg m 2]
124825.7

[kg.m2]
129112.2

Tabble 2: Momentta of inertia foor the Envisat spacecraft determined by E
ESA.
The maximuum change in angular
a
velocity for the thrree axes, if thee momentum from fully loaaded reaction
n wheel wouldd
be transferredd to the body,, is given in Table 3.
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Principal axis

No. of reaction
wheels
aligned with
axis

Reaction
wheel capaci‐
ty
[kg m2 s‐1]

ENVISAT

Maximum

moment of

angular velocity
change [deg s‐1]

inertia

Corresponding
rotational
period
[hour]

[kg m2]
1

40

17023.3

0.1346

0.743

2

40 + 40

124825.7

0.0367

2.723

2

40 + 40

129112.2

0.0355

2.817

Table 3: The maximum angular velocities and corresponding rotational periods of Envisat which can be obtained from
reaction wheel(s) assuming different principal axis of inertia.
These results show that a momentum transfer from the reaction wheels cannot explain the observed spin-up of Envisat
as the maximum change in angular velocity from this transfer is almost two orders of magnitudes smaller than the observed one (period of ~120s).
6. SUMMARY
Effects of debris and meteoroid impacts and of momentum transfer from the reaction wheels for the particular case of
Envisat were analyzed. Based on the physical model of Envisat and the MASTER environment model, the likelihood to
have an impact-related spin rate change in ten years was determined.
There is an very small probability for a single impact which would result in a substantial change of the angular momentum and thus in a substantial change of the spin rate around any axis of Envisat over a ten year time period. A particle of
~100 g is required to spin up Envisat from a stable attitude to about 0.4 rpm, which would be comparable to the angular
velocity change observed two months after the contact with the spacecraft has been lost. The probability for such an
event is less than 0.25%. Simulations showed that the accumulated momentum transfer from the entire MASTER
MMOD population is also minor and would in with worst case assumption result in angular velocity change of
0.04 deg/s.
The maximum momentum which could be transfer from the Envisat’s reaction wheels to its body, assuming that the
wheels were fully loaded, would result in an angular velocity change of 0.14 deg/s, 0.037 deg/s, and 0.036 deg/s, respectively, for the three main axes of inertia. Again, this is by far not sufficient to explain the observed spin-up of Envisat after its failure.
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